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FootnotesThemeTitle Page, Eternal Marriage Student Manual (2003), i–iiTitle Page, Eternal Marriage Student Manual, i–iiPreparing for an Eternal Marriage, Religion 234Building an Eternal Marriage, Religion 235Prepared by the Church Educational SystemSend comments and corrections, including typos, until CES Editing, up to CES Editing, 50 E. North Temple Street, 8th Floor,
Salt Lake City, UT 84150-2772 USA.E-mail:ces-manuals@ldschurch.orgRelated ContentNo Related ContentNo Related ContentNo Related ContentNo Related Content Showing 1-30 Start your review of Eternal Marriage Student Manual Jul 03, 2010 Mark rated it extraordinary This book is very broad It's not unusual for manuals, as they are all quotes from church leaders (LDS),
although they are categorized rather well. That's one of the things that makes it interesting, though. Anyway, it's useful and has a lot of good things in it. Anyone can benefit from it, with almost any kind of relationship. It's good to read and good for reference, both. I was first introduced to this book when it first came out while I wa This book covers a surprising range of subjects. This
is not unusual for manuals, as they are all quotes from church leaders (LDS), although they are categorized rather well. That's one of the things that makes it interesting, though. Anyway, it's useful and has a lot of good things in it. Anyone can benefit from it, with almost any kind of relationship. It's good to read and good for reference, both. I was first introduced to this book when I
first came out when I took an Institute class called Dating and Courtship, in Oregon—it was a manual for the class. You can read books online, as well as other Institute manuals:• • ... ... over Dec. 29, 2019 Jonathan Decker judged it to really like it A massive reference to the teachings of Latter-day Saint leaders on marriage and family topics, the Eternal Marriage student manual
made for adult students in faith institute programs. Given that audience, it doesn't provide much context to make it more accessible to those outside the faith. Each chapter is actually a topic (Finance, Intimacy in Marriage, Parenthood, etc.) followed by several pages of quotes from church leaders on the issue. This format makes little reference to the teachings of Latter-day Saint
leaders on marriage and family topics, the Eternal Marriage student manual made for adult students in faith institute programs. Given that audience, it doesn't provide much context to make it more accessible to those outside the faith. Every is actually a topic (Finance, Intimacy in Marriage, Parenthood, etc.) followed by several pages quotes from church leaders on this issue. This
format makes it a bit dry for read-through cover-to-cover, although as a resource it's excellent. It requires a new edition, as most of the material here comes from the gender roles of the 70s, 80s, and 90s and does not reflect the church's growing, more compassionate attitude towards the LGBT community and the less rigid (albeit still obvious) gender roles that have emerged in the
new millennium. That said, there are a lot of great things here. As a subjective believer in faith and an objective professional in the field of marriage and family therapy, there is a huge amount of thoughtful, helpful, and inspiring advice here that directly affects my home family, as well as my current family, to create a happy and close-knit home with healthy conflict resolution and
communication skills. ... More It is used for on-line courses through brigham young university independent study. The course I took was Wedding and Family LDS. This course is good at helping learn God's standards on dating, courtship, marriage and family. I do not read everything in the manual, but what is assigned to the class. Despite the fact that I am married with children, I
take the principle of what I can in my station at this time in life, as husbands, fathers, students, and members of Jesus Chris Church It is used for on-line courses through Brigham Young University Independent Studies. The course I took was Wedding and Family LDS. This course is good at helping learn God's standards on dating, courtship, marriage and family. I do not read
everything in the manual, but what is assigned to the class. Despite the fact that I am married with children, I take the principle of what I can at my station at this time in life, as a husband, father, student, and member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.I enjoy the talk and material in textbooks. The manual may be able to use some updates with talks, but what's in it
is still relevant today. ... over August 06, 2012 Mandi rate was amazing I think this book would be good for anyone to read (even if you are married). It addresses the conflicts that can be found in marriage and Christlike ways to deal with them. It also speaks volumes about dating and how to choose an eternal companion. It's organized according to the topic, alphabetically, so it's
fun to find talks and quotes about topics you're interested in. Very nice/helpful book! I really like it. Jul 01, 2009 Mele rate it really liked it It's a manual so I wouldn't say it's fun reading, but it helps you more about what you and your partner should do. It's also a bit outdated and I think some things have changed. :) Jan 27, 2008 Liz rates it amazing Recommend it to: those old enough
to date (even if you're married!) I read this before I got got It helped prepare me mentally and spiritually for the wedding. I'm glad I read it! Allanna rated it amazing Dec 30, 2009 Scott rated it really liked it 18 Oct 2011 James rated it amazing May 21, 2008 Nikkie rated it amazing Nov 24, 2009 Angela rated it amazing Apr 17, 2019 Josh rated it amazing Jun 19, 2008 Laura rated it
amazing Jun 13, 2007 Alexandria rate it really liked it Nov 19 , 2009 Rachael rated it amazing 14 Jun, 2007 Aubrey rated it liked it 26 Dec 2007 Peeshe rated it amazing Mar 01, 2014 Steven rated it really liked it August 20, 2012 Megan rated it amazing Mar 02, 2012 Brett rated it amazing Jul 29, 2020 Sara rated it amazing Sep 15, 2010 Jacinto Bowks rated dislike it Jul 07 , 2017
Shauni rated it amazing Jan 29, 2015 Rebecca rated it amazing May 17, 2013 Sarah rated it really liked it Mar 08, 2010 Focusing on the various problems that young adults of college age will face during marriage, the new Church Education System manual – unlike those produced in the past – is now available. The Church's Eternal Marriage Student Manual focuses on the issues
facing today's youth. The text is now available for use by Institute students and in distribution centers. The Church's Eternal Marriage Student Manual contains a collection of topical teachings on dating, marriage, and other related topics, as taught by past and present Church presidents, other Church leaders and scriptures, said David Giles, Director of Curriculum Services of the
Church Education System. I did not know that CES ever did a manual like this. It's unique in type and organization, he said. This is an issue that will be faced in courtship and marriage. This new manual highlights topics such as abuse, debt, divorce, intimacy, pornography, same-sex attraction, and the divine roles and responsibilities of women. It also discusses commitment and
communication, eternal education and perspective, mate selection, morality and decency, and includes a long section highlighting family: Proclamations to the World. Arranged topically in alphabetical order, similar to encyclopedias, the manual contains an index that references cross subjects. Most topics have chosen doctrine and one or more complete talks from the Brotherhood.
The manual replaces preparations for a marriage text written more than 20 years ago - outdated as far as current statements from Church leaders are concerned, said Brent Farley, manager of CES Curriculum College. Times are getting harder, Brother Farley said. Church leaders have discussed the difficult issues facing young people today. Their instructions, he added, were
clear, and specifics. This manual supports two Institute courses — Religion 234: Preparing for Eternal Marriage, and Religion 235:235: Eternal Marriage. More than 40,000 college-age young adults around the world enrolled in CES courtship and wedding courses around the world last year. Finally, the manual will be translated into 19 languages and distributed for the use of
Institute students around the world. It is currently available in English in Church distribution centers. Brother Giles said CES wants to help young adults get attitudes and perspectives that will help them build successful marriages. And, she stressed, the roots for a happy marriage must be established before the wedding vows are exchanged. Farley's brother agrees. Finding the
right marriage partner is crucial, he said. This is an eternal effort. Eternal happiness is based on who you spend your life with here and in eternity. Church leaders, he said, want young people to understand ahead of the importance of marriage. We serve them a plate of inspired teachings and they will digest the principles that will personally help them the most. In the foreword to
new manual Elder Henry B. Eyring of the Quorum of the Twelve and Commissioner of Church Education, quoted about the importance of studying the counsel of Church leaders: In our own time, we have been warned with counsel about where to find salvation from sin and from grief. One of the keys to recognizing those warnings is that they are repeated. . . . When the words of
the prophets appear repetitive, that should amaze our attention and fill our hearts with gratitude for living in a blessed time. Finding a path to salvation in the counsel of prophets makes sense for those who have strong faith. Email: [email protected]
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